
SOCIAL STUDIES NOTES

Important notes on geography (Social studies/ Social Science) for CTET With an objective to bring national standards
and benchmark of.

They worked as household servants and laborers. This discovery marked the beginning of the Bronze Age. A
surplus of food had many effects on people and populations. Additionally, every book must be sold in the
current academic year due to the annual nature of the contest. During the earliest years of this period, people
made tools from stone, wood, and animal bones. Merchant ships now carried goods across seas and rivers.
During the Old Stone Age, early humans did not yet know how to farm. Once they settled down, towns grew
and governments were needed. Slaves formed a separate social class. We appreciate your respecting our policy
and for taking the time to give your feedback. UIL Social Studies Notes takes three writers and three separate
editors, and we spend at least three months annually to develop the product. A social class is a group of people
having similar backgrounds, incomes, and way of living. They were hunter-gatherers, people who survived by
hunting animals and gathering wild plants. As society developed, bigger and more powerful governments were
needed. We are proud to say that this product saves many students and teachers countless hours of research
and we get emails thanking us quite often! Common workers and farmers were the lowest ranked free
members of society. And, as you know, copyrights are intended to prevent sharing in order to protect the
author and publisher and all of our products are copyrighted. Extra food also allowed people to focus on jobs
other than farming. It afforded us the opportunity to address how we arrive at our pricing which others have
asked along the way. With fire, they could ward off dangerous animals, and they could move to areas with
colder climates. Writing, art, and architecture also characterize a civilization. Digesting, organizing, writing,
and condensing a large amount of material that meets the expectations of the top students in the state is a
responsibility that we take seriously. Those who have collectively respected our copyright have helped us
maintain quality writers, a dedicated staff, and incrementally slowly grow our company. A civilization is a
society that has cities, a central government run by official leaders, and workers who specialize in various
jobs. Best of luck to you and your team! First Time User Published by Mrs. Later, they settled down and
began the practice of farming.


